WIAA State Team Tennis Results
June 6-7, 2008

DIVISION 1 - QUARTERFINALS

Marquette University H.S.  7  Bay Port  0

Singles
Flight 1 -Billy Bertha (11) MAR def Austin Jiang (11) BP  6-1, 6-0,
Flight 2 -Nelson Vick (10) MAR def Eric Linskens (10) BP  6-1, 6-0,
Flight 3 -Tim Noack (10) MAR def Kevin Lewis (10) BP  6-2, 6-4,
Flight 4 -Jack Porritt (9) MAR def Andre Pedroni (12) BP  6-0, 6-2,

Doubles
Flight 1 -Jordan Bauer (12)/Alex Sykes (10) MAR def
          Kevin Buell (12)/Jacob McDonald (12) BP  6-0, 6-0,
Flight 2 -Joe Sladky (11)/Ethan Niquet (10) MAR def
          Michael Linskens (10)/Johannes Christian (10) BP  6-0, 6-1,
Flight 3 -Joe Brandenburg (12)/Michael Casey (12) MAR def
          Karl Miller (12)/Jake Schneider (12) BP  6-1, 6-0,